Identify and sort panels
by like sizes, fabrics,
surface type (tackable
vs hard), and NONPOWERED vs POWERED. Non-powered
panels ship without a
powerway. Powered
panels include a
powerway. See below.

Powered panels ship
with powerway attached. Layout drawing
will indicate powered
panels with a “V”
shaped line through the
panel symbol. These
panels should be placed
accordingly to prevent
moving powerways after
the fact.

The Universal Connector Bracket, or
“Porkchop” is used to
connect the bottoms of
all MWall panels and
the tops of all panels of
equal height. This
same bracket is used
with 90, 45 and 120
degree connections.
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It is important to plan
for the connection of
FUTURE panels while
installing current
panel. Start at a 2-way
connection. Attach
porkchop to the bottom
of Panel A as shown for
the 90 degree corner.
Note that angled side is
flush with panel face.

Angled Side
Flush with Panel
Face

On opposite end of
Panel A, attach a
Porkchop as shown for
the next adjacent panel,
in this case, a straight
connection. Use tapered 1/4-20 screws
included. Screws use a
3/16 hex drive.

If cables will be running
through to adjacent
panels in the future, the
perforated metal knockout on the raceway end
must be removed. Firm
push or strike a screwdriver into the middle of
the knockout as shown.
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Once the top of the
knockout has broken
away, rotate knockout
out back and forth to
remove.

Panel B is to be installed 90 degrees to
Panel A. On this panel,
install a Pin in the outside corner of the raceway frame.

Install a Pin in the outside corner of the raceway frame of Panel B
on the side which will
abut Panel A.
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Prior to installing Panel
B, attach Porkchop to
panel other end of
Panel B for installation
of future panel. Always
think of the next adjacent panel and plan
accordingly.

Attach
Porkchop on
opposite end
of Panel B as
shown

Prior to installing Panel
B, be sure all glides
are minimized.

Insert Pin on Panel B
down into Porkchop on
Panel A as shown.
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Be sure Panel B is
seated flush on top of
Porkchop on Panel A.

At TOP of Panels A and
B, attach a Porkchop as
shown. Porkchop
should MIRROR
porkchop on the bottom
of Panel A.

Use drill driver set on
medium torque with a 3/
16 hex drive to attach
porkchops to the top of
Panel A and B with 1/420 tapered screws supplied.
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Panel A and B properly
joined at a 90 degree
equal height condition.

Panel A and B properly
joined at a 90 degree
equal height condition.

To install Panel C in a
straight line, note the
Porkchop extended
from the bottom of
Panel A.
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Install 2 Pins at the
bottom of Panel C on
the end that is to abut
Panel B. NOTE, BE
SURE TO ATTACH A
PORKCHOP to the
other end of this Panel
for the next panel in line.

Insert Pins on Panel C
down into Porkchop on
Panel B as shown.

Be sure Panel C is
seated flush on top of
Porkchop on Panel B.
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At TOP of Panels B and
C, attach a Porkchop as
shown. Porkchop
should MIRROR
porkchop on the bottom
of Panel B.

Use drill driver set on
medium torque with a 3/
16 hex drive to attach
porkchops to the top of
Panel B and C with 1/420 tapered screws supplied.

Panel D, low panel, will
abut Panel A in a
straight line. Configure
the bottom of panels D
and A as indicated in
the straight connection
shown for Panels B and
C. See Previous. Attach Universal Straight
HiLo bracket to the top
of Panel D as shown.
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Mark holes on Universal
Straight HiLo (USH) on
Panel A endcap and drill
THROUGH Endcap,
Through Steel Hanger
Frame with 3/16 drill bit.
NOTE, you may prefer
to mark holes and move
Panel D prior to drilling.

Using screws supplied
labeled “For Straight
HiLo Connections”,
screw though USH into
Panel A (High Panel) as
shown. Be careful not
to over tighten and
crush endcap.

Shown is the bottom of
Panel C, which was
previously installed in a
straight line abutting
Panel B. At the opposite end of the straight
connection, a Porkchop
was installed for a panel
to be installed at 90
degrees.
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Pin Installed
adjacent to
Porkchop.

Panel E is configured
such that a Porkchop is
attached for connecting
Panel F in a 3-way connection. A Pin is installed adjacent to the
Porkchop as shown for
connection to Panel C.

Insert Pin on Panel E
down into Porkchop on
Panel C as shown.

Be sure Panel E is
seated flush on top of
Porkchop on Panel C.
Note the Porkchop on
Panel E is configured to
connect Panel F.
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At TOP of Panels C (on
right) and E (on left),
attach a Porkchop as
shown. Porkchop
should MIRROR
porkchop on the bottom
of Panel C.

With Panel F configured
with a Pin for a 90 degree connection, Insert
Pin on Panel F down
into Porkchop on Panel
E as shown.

Panel E

Panel F

Panel C

Be sure Panel F is
seated flush on top of
Porkchop on Panel E.
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At TOP of Panels E (in
Middle) and F (on Left),
attach a Porkchop as
shown. Porkchop
should MIRROR
porkchop on the bottom
of Panel E.

Panel G
(Left)
Panel H
(Right)

Panel H
Low
(Right)
Panel G
High
(Left)
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Attach Panel G to other
side of Panel E in a
straight connection NOT
shown here. Panel H is
a low panel installed 90
degrees to Panel G. As
shown, set up bottom of
LEFT HAND PANEL
with a Porkchop at 90
degrees. Panel H is set
up with a Pin.

Left hand panel (Panel
G) is indicated when
standing on the inside of
the 90 degree connection, opposite of the
view shown here. LEFT
HAND PANEL MUST
ALWAYS GET THE
PORKCHOP when
connecting a 90 degree
Hilo.

Universal Corner HiLo
bracket consists of 2
brackets. A small
bracket with two holes
(SB2) and a larger
bracket with one hole
(LB1), bolted together
with a 2 1/4 hex bolt and
a nut.

Panel G
High
(Left)
Panel H
Low
(Right)

Panel G
High
(Left)
Panel H
Low
(Right)

With nut barely
threaded on bolt, insert
teeth on SB2 into the
right hand panel and
engage down onto
hanger frame slots
about 3 inches from the
top of the low panel.
Insert drilldriver into bolt
and hold SB2 down
onto right panel.

Holding SB2 down,
engage teeth on LB1
into left hand frame
going UP. Slowly
tighten bolt so that panels draw together. All
teeth must be engaged.
NOTE, it is easier to
engage LB1 if panels
are temporarily set at
less than 90 degrees.

Tighten until
bolt head is
slightly below
top of
bracket. DO
NOT OVER
TIGHTEN.
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Install end filler at every
end of panel run with
two taper bolts. The
end of run filler is also
used at the top of a
straight HiLo connection.

IMPORTANT - set drill
on LOW TORQUE and
gently tighten bolts to
avoid breaking end
fillers.

Corner Fillers, or “Tear
Drops”, are used to trim
areas next to Porkchops
at a 90 degree angle.
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IMPORTANT - set drill
on LOW TORQUE and
gently tighten bolts to
avoid breaking end
fillers.

Outlets are marked
circuits 1-4. The layout
drawing will indicate
which outlet goes where
per the design. NOTE In some locations, ALL
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS must be installed by a licenced
electrician.

Install Duplex outlets by
aligning the outlet interface with the powerway
interface as shown.
Slide outlet to the left on
the left side, or to the
right on the right side,
until fully engaged on
powerway as shown.
Outlet cannot be installed upside-down.
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Using screws provided
for “Outlets”, screw
outlet to powerway as
shown. Only one screw,
top or bottom, is required. NOTE - Outlets
MUST be screwed to
Powerways.

Outlets are marked
circuits 1-4. The layout
drawing will indicate
which outlet goes where
per the design.

“Up” Arrow
Clip Ramp

Safety
Clip
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Install Jumpers as indicated WITH ARROWS
on JUMPER modular
end pointing UP as
shown. Engage jumper
fully onto powerway in
one of the 2 end locations. Safety Clip MUST
BE fully engaged over
Clip Ramp to be fully
installed.

Panel to panel jumpers
connect two panels that
are adjacent at a 90 or a
straight connection. 18
inch is for straights only.
21 inch can be used on
both. If jumping across
a 3-way or 4-way, an
“extended” jumper is
needed.

Pass Through cables
are metal and engage
powerway in the same
manner as panel to
panel. Engage jumper
fully onto powerway in
one of the 2 end locations. Safety Clip MUST
BE fully engaged over
Clip Ramp to be fully
installed.

Pass through cables
“pass through” nonpowered panels.
Specify the jumper that
matches the length of
panel to be passed
through. IMPORTANT PANELS CONNECTED
ELECTRICALLY MUST
BE CONNECTED MECHANICALLY.
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Base in-feeds are installed at unused duplex outlet locations.
ONLY ONE IN-FEED
can be used on any
connected run of
powerways and jumpers. BREAK power
between runs if more
than one feed is
needed.

Pass end of base feed
THROUGH Base Cover
at desired outlet location. A licenced electrician must connect this
end of the feed to building power. NOTE - In
some locations, ALL
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS must be installed by an electrician.

Install other end of feed
as you would an outlet.
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Screw feed to powerway
as shown using screws
provided labeled for
“Outlets”.

Slide base cover down
length of feed until outlet bezel lines up with
outlet hole.

Rest bottom of base
cover on spring clips
such that clip “barb”
protrudes up into relief
hole at the bottom outside corners of the base
cover.
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Keeping bottom of base
on spring clip, rotate top
of cover up “under” lip of
raceway frame as
shown and snap flush
with panel face. Base
will need to be forced
“down” under lip, depressing the spring clips
below.

Install duplex outlet
covers in unused duplex
outlet holes.

To remove Duplex Outlet Covers, Base Cover
must be fully removed.
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Installed base cover
with outlet and duplex
outlet cover.

To install topcaps adjacent to straight hilos, the
perforated knockout
must be removed at the
end of the topcap which
will abut the Hilo
bracket. Using hand
tool, GENTLY twist
knockout free.

Install topcap with the
knocked out end abutting the hilo bracket.
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Place topcap over
topcap retainer and
gently push down until
topcap is seated properly on Porkchops.
NOTE - topcap should
be centered on panel
such that screw tops are
hidden from view.

DO NOT bang topcaps
down. Doing so could
dent caps. If cap is too
loose, spread topcap
retainer wings slightly
and reinstall.

Properly installed panels
should be LEVELED by
adjusting glides at bottom of panels. Use
Flatbar to raise panels
slightly and turn glides
by hand. Be sure to
snug all floating glides
down. Carpet grippers
are supplied and may
be used if desired.
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Insert Right Hand Flipper Door Shelf End into
a right hand hanger
frame slightly above the
level of a panel topcap.

Anti-Dislodge
Cam

Rotate Cam
into hanger
frame so this
edge is vertical.
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Insert shelf end into
frame and down until
firmly seated on hanger
frame. Anti-dislodge
Cam should rotate back
as shelf end is inserted.

Once end is firmly
seated on frame, rotate
cam into hanger frame
so back edge of cam is
parallel to panel face.
To remove shelf end,
rotate cam back out and
lift end. Repeat this
procedure for left ends
and Mid Height Shelf
Ends.

Hold shelf pan between
shelf ends and lower
over nuts on shelf end.
This may require turning
nuts out to loosen
slightly. BE CAREFUL
NOT TO SCRATCH
paint on shelf ends as
you insert and lower
shelf.

Shelf pan has two slot
patterns on end. Use
slot pattern as show to
properly position shelf.

Lock slot should be
positioned at front on
bottom shelf pan.
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Tighten nut down to
secure shelf. NOTE Failure to tighten nuts
can result in serious
injury.

Install top shelf pan in
the same way, with the
hole pattern for mounting a flipper door at the
front as shown.

NOTE - Top shelf and
bottom shelf ARE THE
SAME PART mounted
in opposite directions.
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NOTE - Lock slot faces
towards panel on top
shelf.

Rest flipper door face
assembly on top shelf
with gear track hinges
oriented as shown.

Align holes on gear
track hinges with holes
on front of shelf pan and
attach with screws provided labeled “Flipper
Doors”.
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Open and close door a
few times. If required,
door can be adjusted by
loosening attachment
screws and sliding left
or right.

Keys are attached to
inside of door face.
Remove key and test
lock.

Mid height shelves install in the same manner as flipper door units.
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Tasklight brackets must
be assembled to
tasklights prior to installation. Insert hook on
bracket into slot on light,
align hole with hole on
light.

With screws provided,
attach bracket to light.
Be sure not to overtighten screws. Repeat
procedure on other side
of light.

Hold light up under shelf
pan. Bend light brackets to engage forward
and rear edge flanges of
shelf pan. Be sure each
end of the brackets is
firmly seated. Failure to
do so could result in
injury.
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Teeth on bracket insert
UP into hanger frame.
Insert hook tooth at
bottom of bracket into
hanger frame at appropriate height and rotate
bracket up into a vertical
position.

Mount top of bracket
flush with top of topcap.
Bracket will need to be
lightly tapped to engage
upwards fully and to
prevent bracket from
falling before installing
top.

Countertop brackets are
handed. Each
countertop requires at
least two pairs of brackets.
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Align countertop on
center of panel. With
screws provided labeled
for “Worksurfaces”,
attach bracket to
worksurface. Use at
least 2 screws per
bracket.

Secure 1 screw on each
side of panel first to
stabilize top, then complete attachment with
remaining holes, alternating from one side of
panel to the next.

Shared cantilevers are
used to support panel
hung worksurfaces at a
seam between two
panels. Insert “hook”
tooth up into hanger
frame at the appropriate
height.
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Rotate cantilever down
into hanger frame and
engage down into slots
1/4 inch.

Push down on
cantlilever and make
sure cantilever is fully
engaged. NOTE - failure to engage cantilever
properly can lead to
injury.

Cantilevers should be
hung between 28 and
29 inches to achieve
industry standard
worksurface height and
match structural pedestal heights.
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Properly installed
shared cantilever at 28
inches to top of cantilever.

Side support rear brackets provide direct support for worksurfaces at
the rear of corner
worksurfaces or along
worksurface sides.
Insert hook tooth at top
of bracket into hanger
frame...

Rotate bracket down
into hanger frame and
engage down 1/4 inch.
Be sure bracket is fully
engage on hanger
frame. Failure to properly engage bracket
could result in injury.
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Structural pedestals
provide support for
worksurfaces. Screwing
pedestals in requires
removing top file drawer
or top two box drawers.

To remove pedestal
drawers, pull drawers
out completely. Note
the black lever on
drawer stop mechanism...

On the right side of the
pedestal, push lever
down and hold...
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On the left side of the
pedestal, push lever up
and hold. While levers
are engaged, pull
drawer out clear of ball
bearing slides.

Pedestals must be set
at same height FROM
TOP OF PANEL as
cantilevers. Measure
cantilever height from
top of panel, then compare to pedestal
height...

Turn ped over on back
and adjust glides accordingly to achieve the
correct pedestal height.
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Turn pedestal over and
double check heights of
all support elements to
ensure that
worksurfaces will be
level.

Corner centered
on panel
seams

Rest worksurfaces on
top of worksurface supports such that edges
are 1/4 inch from panel
face and that corners
are aligned on the center of panel corners...

1/4 inch gap

Seams between
worksurfaces should be
aligned with panel
seams.
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Align
Worksurface
seam with
panel seam

Worksurface should
“touch” at seams and
seams should be
aligned with panel
seams.

Worksurfaces
should touch

While holding
worksurfaces in place
and maintaining alignment, screw
worksurfaces to cantilevers with screws provided labeled “For
Worksurfaces”. Use 2
screws for regula cantilevers and 4 screws for
shared cantilevers.

Install Flatplates at
seams between
worksurfaces in front of
shared cantilevers.
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Align pedestal flush with
front of worksurface and
screw to worksurface
with screws labeled “For
worksurfaces”. Use at
least 2 screws at the
front of pedestal. For
best results, use screws
at all 4 corners of pedestal.

To replace drawers,
push all ball bearing
slides into pedestal BUT
KEEP INNER BALL
BEARING CARRIAGE
pulled forward to front of
slide. Carefully align
track on drawer boxes
with inner slide carriage
and slowly insert
drawer...

Push outer
slide back
and keep inner
slide forward

Push drawer in to face,
then open fully and
close to ensure proper
slide alignment. IT IS
NOT NECESSARY to
actuate levers on
drawer stops while reinserting drawers. NOTE
- BE SURE TO TEST
LOCK ON PEDESTALS
AND adjust as needed.
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Install all grommet
covers where needed.

Install tackboards by
aligning tackboard
brackets with hanger
frame slots approximate
1 inch above
worksurfaces. Be sure
tasklight cord is behind
tackboard.

Insert tackboard in and
down. Be sure each
side if firmly seated in
hanger frame.
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3 inch Tasklight cord
managers can be used
above tackboards to
manage tasklight cords.
Longer tasklight cord
managers are available
if no tackboard is being
used. Tuck cord into
manager and insert
manager into hanger
frame and push down.

Workstation with completed components.

2-way base raceway
shroud covers cables
running in base raceway
at 90 degree corners.
Be sure gates are fully
seated on raceway
frame. Align cover with
corner...
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Wrap cover around gate
legs and snap into
place.

Be sure cover is seated
down on raceway frame
and fully engaged over
gate legs.

3-way base raceway
shroud covers cables
running in base raceway
at 90 degree 3-way
corners. Be sure gates
are fully seated on raceway frame. Align cover
with gap between panels...
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Wrap cover around gate
legs and snap into
place.

Be sure cover is seated
down on raceway frame
and fully engaged over
gate legs.

To install 2-way equal
height post filler, raise
gates on both panels up
to access the inside
TOP of the raceway
frame....
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Place 2-way bottom
bracket (PF-12) ON
TOP of raceway frame
as shown....

Using panel standard
porkchop bolts, attached bracket to raceway frame.

Re-seat gates on both
panels down over base
raceway frame.
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At top of frame, remove
topcaps and any tear
drops previously installed.

Align 2-way top bracket
(PF-3) with outside
teardrop holes at top of
panels...

Using standard
porkchop bolts, attach
top bracket to frames.
NOTE - DO NOT OVER
TIGHTEN.
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Align 2-way Post Filler
with corner.

Rest 2-way post filler
ON TOP OF receiving
flanges on bottom
bracket as shown...

Rotate post filler up
UNDER top bracket and
align holes on post filler
with holes on top
bracket.
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Using supplied #6 sheet
metal screws, screw
down through top
backet into post filler.
NOTE - DO NOT tighten
screws fully. Leave
approx 1/8 inch of screw
out for next step...

Insert post filler Topcap
Retainer, (PF-15) UNDER screw heads from
previous step as shown.

Align “slots” on topcap
retainer with screws
heads and square retainer to post filler face.
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Tighten screws down
onto topcap retainer to
secure both retainer and
post filler.

Align Post Filler Topcap
as shown...

Slide topcap down over
retainer. NOTE - Velcro
dots ship with order to
prevent topcaps from
being dislodged on low
panels where people
might hit them or rest on
them.
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Completed installed
Post Filler. NOTE - 2way post filler sits
slightly recessed in
corner as shown. FOLLOW SAME procedure
for 3-way post fillers.
However, 3-way fillers
are designed to sit
FLUSH with panel
faces.

To install INLINE
powerpole on either a 3way equal height or 2way equal height post
filler (shown), remove
topcap and previously
installed retainer if applicable. Loosen
sheetmetal screws holding post filler approx 1/8
inch.

Install “step” bracket
(PF-1) on top of post
filler top bracket such
that screws hold Step
down and approximately
1/16 inch back from top
bracket edge as shown.
Tighten screws to hold
down Step and secure
post filler.

STEP bracket
should sit back
approx 1/16
from
top bracket
edge
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Align inline pole with
Step bracket.....

Slide pole up through
hole cut in ceiling and
then down ON TOP OF
Step bracket such that
bracket retains pole and
prevents lateral movement.

1 3/4 x 1 3/4 hole will
need to be cut in ceiling
tile PLUMB with the top
of the post filler. Pole
will terminate above
ceiling. A shroud is
shipped with every pole
which magneticall attaches to pole at ceiling
height to trim hole.
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Knockout perforated
end of adjacent topcap
and install such that
topcap slides OVER
extended portion of pole
as shown. NOTE Spreading the topcap
retainer on the adjacent
panel will ensure that
the topcap firmly holds
pole down.

Be sure adjacent topcap
is firmly seated to hold
pole down.

Install pole cover by
sliding up into ceiling
hole and snapping into
place on pole.
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Note - in some cases,
pole cover is 2 pieces.

Inline poles and post
fillers are designed to
be RETROFIT over
electrical cables and
data cables so minimize
cable snaking.
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